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6PM | AUDITORIUM
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Program

No More Silence  The Burn Sisters

This Pretty Planet / Fragile  Tom Chapin/Sting
  arr. Dylan Bell

O Salutaris Hostia  Eriks Esenvalds

O saving Victim, who opens the gates of heaven.
Hostile armies press on, give strength, send aid.

Cells Planets  arr. Vince Peterson

One Voice  The Wailin’ Jennys
  arr. C. Aamot
The Singers

Evan W Barnes
Marcus A Brooks
Nicholas Dettmer
Gianna Elizabeth Eason
Ian Echevarria
Mallory J Keeler
Gustavo Adolfo Leal
Chloe Lewis
Hailey N Navaira
Savanna B Pack
Anyae Anasia Reed
Kianna Patrice Rodriguez
Hunter Jonathon Sabin
Ethan Sabin

Texas State University is a tobacco-free campus.